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Twining characters and Picard groups

in rational conformal field theory

Christoph Schweigert, Jürgen Fuchs, and Ingo Runkel

Abstract. Picard groups of tensor categories play an important role in ratio-
nal conformal field theory. The Picard group of the representation category C

of a rational vertex algebra can be used to construct examples of (symmetric
special) Frobenius algebras in C. Such an algebra A encodes all data needed
to ensure the existence of correlators of a local conformal field theory.
The Picard group of the category of A-bimodules has a physical interpretation,
too: it describes internal symmetries of the conformal field theory, and allows
one to identify generalized Kramers-Wannier dualities of the theory.
When applying these general results to concrete models based on affine Lie
algebras, a detailed knowledge of certain representations of the modular group
is needed. We discuss a conjecture that relates these representations to those
furnished by twining characters of affine Lie algebras.
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1. Modular tensor categories and conformal blocks

Vertex algebras constitute a concise formalization of the heuristic concept of a
chiral symmetry algebra in conformal field theory. They are, by now, well estab-
lished as a mathematical structure, and have applications in various mathematical
disciplines. One aspect that makes their theory particularly rich is the existence of
a notion of tensor product for modules over a vertex algebra. The theory of such
tensor products was developed in a series of articles [HL1, HL2, HL3, HL4, Hu1]
which form one of Jim Lepowsky’s important contributions to the field. It closely
links vertex algebras to tensor categories.

In recent work [Hu2], Huang extends this relationship by identifying a class of
vertex algebras for which the representation category carries the stronger structure
of a modular tensor category. This justifies the point of view, initiated in the work of
Moore and Seiberg [MS], that modular tensor categories furnish an axiomatization
of the chiral data of rational two-dimensional conformal quantum field theory.

For the present contribution, we adopt the following definition of a modular ten-
sor category: it is an abelian, semi-simple, C-linear monoidal category C, equipped
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with a functorial braiding cX,Y :X ⊗Y
∼
−→Y ⊗X and functorial twist isomorphisms

θX : X
∼
−→X , subject to the following axioms:

• Braiding and twist are compatible in the sense that θX⊗Y = cY,X◦ (θY ⊗θX) ◦ cX,Y.

• There exists a compatible duality X 7→X∨ on C.

• The tensor unit 1 is simple.

• There are only finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects.

We denote a set of representatives for these classes by {Ui}i∈I .

• Finally, there is a non-degeneracy condition on the braiding.

It ensures in particular that the natural transformations of the identity functor
on C are controlled by the fusion ring K0(C), in the sense that

End(IdC) ∼= K0(C) ⊗
Z
C .

By results of Reshetikhin and Turaev [RT], to each modular tensor category one
can associate a monoidal category CobC of decorated cobordisms and a monoidal
functor tftC from CobC (or rather, a version of this category that is enriched over
VectC) into the category VectC of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces. The
objects of CobC are called extended surfaces; an extended surface E is an oriented
closed two-dimensional topological manifold, together with a Lagrangian subspace
of H1(E,R) and germs of disjoint arcs that are labeled by objects of C. The finite-
dimensional vector spaces H(E)= tftC(E) are called spaces of conformal blocks . As
we will see, these vector spaces are expected to capture important properties of the
(sheaves of) conformal blocks constructed from vertex algebras.

The morphisms of CobC are cobordisms (M, ∂−M, ∂+M) containing a ribbon
graph (“Wilson lines”, in physicists’ language) which is required to end at the
germs of arcs on the boundary ∂M = ∂−M⊔ ∂+M. Segments of the ribbon graph
are labeled by objects of C, and vertices by suitable morphisms of C. It follows
immediately from the properties of a monoidal functor that for a cobordism of the
form (M, ∅, ∂M) the functor tftC gives a linear map

tftC(M) ≡ tftC(M, ∅, ∂M) : C→ H(∂M) .

Thus this type of cobordism allows us to specify vectors in the space of conformal
blocks associated to the boundary of a three-manifold with embedded ribbon graph.

Apart from monoidality, the functor tftC must obey a few more axioms (see
e.g. [F3S] for the explicit statement) – naturality, multiplicativity, normalization,
and functoriality, i.e. compatibility with gluing: if the cobordism M is obtained by
gluing two cobordisms M1,M2 with a morphism

f : ∂+M1 → ∂−M2

of extended surfaces, then the corresponding linear maps tftC(·) are related by

tftC(M) = κm
tftC(M2) ◦ f♯ ◦ tftC(M1)

with some complex number κ that depends only on C and an integerm that depends
on the cobordisms M1 and M2, and on f . The functor tftC thus provides a three-
dimensional topological field theory [Tu].

The axioms for tftC have two important consequences:

• They endow H(E) with a projective representation of the mapping class group
Map(E) of E.
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• Taking a cylinder E× [0, 1] over an extended surface E and gluing two of its arcs
by a tube on one side of the resulting cobordism allows one to obtain factorization
isomorphisms for conformal blocks.

The term “conformal block” is also used in a mathematically a priori different
context. Given a conformal vertex algebra V and an m-tuple (λ1, λ2, ... , λm) of
V-modules, one can construct a vector bundle B(λ1, λ2, ... , λm) over the moduli
space Mg,m of complex curves of genus g with m marked points. The action of
the Virasoro algebra on these representations leads to a projectively flat connection
on B, the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection. On the other hand, the structural
morphisms that, for a sufficiently nice subclass of vertex algebras [Hu2], endow the
representation category Rep(V) with the structure of a modular tensor category
are deduced solely from monodromy data of conformal blocks on CP

1.
Thus a rational vertex algebra, i.e. a vertex algebra whose representation cat-

egory is a modular tensor category C, supplies us with two a priori unrelated rep-
resentations of the mapping class group π1(Mg,m): the one obtained from the
monodromies of the vector bundles B over Mg,m, and the one provided by the
functor tftC . We will, from now on, assume that these two representations coin-
cide for all genera g and all values of m. This assumption implies in particular an
explicit formula for the rank of the vector bundles B(λ1, λ2, . . . , λm), the Verlinde
formula, which is of interest to algebraic geometers (see [So] for a review). Fac-
torization rules of conformal blocks provide constraints on the representations of
mapping class groups. Our assumption is thus closely linked to factorization rules;
the latter have been established for specific classes of models, see e.g. [TUY, FB].

The horizontal sections of B are, in general, multivalued. Therefore their rela-
tion to correlation functions of a conformal field theory calls for a clarification. Our
assumptions about the monodromies of B allow us to address this question using
the functor tftC .

2. Some geometry for local conformal field theories

Concretely, the desired clarification is provided by the following geometric con-
struction. We are interested in a local CFT on a two-dimensional manifold X that
can have a boundary. One must actually carefully distinguish between two different
types of local CFTs: one in which the surface X is required to be oriented, and
one in which no orientation of X is presupposed and accordingly also unorientable
surfaces are admitted. However, for our purposes these two types of local CFTs
can be treated simultaneously.

The first step is to replace X by the pair (X̂, σ) consisting of the complex double

X̂ of X and an orientation reversing involution σ. Notice that X can be recovered
as the quotient by the action of the group 〈σ〉: there is a projection

π : X̂ 7→ X ∼= X̂ /〈σ〉 .

We can now state the ‘principle of holomorphic factorization’ which relates lo-

cal CFT on X to chiral CFT on X̂ (for certain classes of conformal field theories
this principle can formally be derived from an action functional [Wi]): a correlator

Cor(X) on X is a specific vector in H(X̂). These vectors must obey two additional
axioms:
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• They must be invariant under the action of Map(X)∼= Map(X̂)σ.

This group, also called the relative modular group [BS], acts genuinely on H(X̂),
rather than only projectively.

• They must possess certain factorization properties.

We refer to [FjFRS1, FjFRS2] for a precise formulation of these constraints.

In order to apply the relation to TFT outlined in section 1, we restrict our
attention to rational full conformal field theories (RCFTs), that is, full CFTs whose
correlators are obtained from the conformal blocks of a rational vertex algebra.

To put holomorphic factorization to work we now look for a cobordism (MX, ∅, X̂)

such that the vector tftC(MX, ∅, X̂)1∈H(X̂) is the correlator Cor(X). It turns out

that the following quotient of the interval bundle on X̂ is appropriate:

MX =
(
X̂× [−1, 1]

)
/ 〈(σ, t 7→−t)〉 .

This three-manifold is oriented, has boundary ∂MX
∼=X̂, and it contains X as a

retract: the embedding ı of X is to the fiber t=0, the retracting map contracts
along the intervals.

The details of the construction are summarized in appendix A of [FjFRS1].
Here we content ourselves with emphasizing that it involves placing a uni-trivalent
ribbon graph ΓX on the union of ı(X) with the intervals over boundary points of
ı(X). This graph contains in particular ı(∂X). Univalent vertices of ΓX are required

to lie on π−1(∂X)⊂ X̂∼= ∂MX.

3. Frobenius algebras

The labeling of the ribbon graph ΓX requires further data. The central idea of
the TFT approach to RCFT correlators, as developed in [FRS1, FRS2, FRS4,

FjFRS1] is that these data are provided by a (symmetric special) Frobenius algebra
A in the tensor category C.

A Frobenius algebra A in C is, by definition, an object of C carrying the struc-
tures of a unital associative algebra and of a counital coassociative coalgebra in
C, satisfying the compatibility requirement that the coproduct ∆: A→A⊗A is a
morphism of A-bimodules (or, equivalently, that the product m: A⊗A→A is a
morphism of A-bi-comodules). A Frobenius algebra is called special iff the coprod-
uct is a right-inverse to the product – this means in particular that the algebra is
separable – and a multiple of the unit is a right-inverse to the counit. A is called
symmetric iff the two isomorphisms A→A∨ that are naturally induced by product,
counit and duality coincide.

We mention that in case X is unoriented, still more structure is needed: A
must then be a Jandl algebra, i.e. a symmetric special Frobenius algebra coming
with an algebra isomorphism A→Aopp that squares to the twist θA. This turns
out to be the appropriate generalization of the notion of an algebra with involution
to braided tensor categories.

Given such a symmetric special Frobenius algebra A, one can identify bound-
ary conditions of the CFT with A-modules. Boundary fields ΨMN

U that change the
boundary condition from M to N and have chiral label U are in bijection with
A-module morphisms in HomA(M ⊗U,N). Types of (topological) defect lines can

be identified with isomorphism classes of A-bimodules. The disorder fields ΨB1B2

UV

which change a defect line from type B1 to type B2 carry two chiral labels U and V .
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They are in bijection with A-bimodule morphisms in HomA|A(U ⊗+B1 ⊗− V,B2).
Here the left and right A-actions ρl/r on the bimodule B1 are used to define a bi-

module structure on the object U ⊗B1 ⊗V by (idU ⊗ ρl ⊗ idV ) ◦ (c−1
U,A ⊗ idB1

⊗ idV )

and (idU ⊗ ρr ⊗ idV ) ◦ (idU ⊗ idB1
⊗ c−1

A,V ), respectively.
Notice that A itself has a canonical structure of an A-bimodule; in fact, it

is the tensor unit in the tensor category CA|A of A-bimodules. In applications to
conformal field theory, A is required to be simple as a bimodule over itself. In
the CFT context, we also call A the invisible defect. Bulk fields of the CFT are
the special disorder fields that correspond to B1 =B2 =A. As a consequence, the
degeneracy of bulk fields with chiral labels Ui and Uj is given by

(1) Zij := dimC HomA|A(Ui ⊗
+A⊗− Uj , A) .

Thus such expressions yield modular invariant bulk field partition functions of
CFTs, a result that has been obtained earlier [BEK] in the framework of sub-
factor theory.

The Frobenius algebra A is, of course, also a module over itself and thus cor-
responds to a boundary condition. But in fact any other A-module M supplies
us with a symmetric special Frobenius algebra as well, namely the internal End
End(M). All these algebras End(M) are Morita equivalent to A, and in the TFT
approach they all provide equivalent descriptions of a full local CFT.

On the basis of these informations one can establish, for instance, the following
further results:

I One can derive concrete expressions for partition functions of boundary, bulk
and defect fields. Their coefficients are non-negative integers, and they satisfy
consistency requirements like being modular invariant and forming NIMreps of
the fusion rules [FRS1].
(However, not every bilinear combination of characters that is invariant under
the action of the modular group is indeed the partition function of a conformal
field theory. Many counterexamples are known.)

II These results can be extended to unorientable surfaces, for which the Frobenius
algebra must be a Jandl algebra [FRS2, FRS5].

III The expressions for correlation functions can be made particularly explicit
[FRS3] for theories with torus partition function of simple current type; some
details will be given below.
It is worth stressing, though, that the TFT approach to RCFT correlators
treats all RCFTs – the simple current case and those with exceptional modular
invariants – on an equal footing.

IV One can derive explicit expressions for the coefficients of operator product ex-
pansions [FRS4].

V Finally, one can prove [FjFRS1] modular invariance, at arbitrary genus, and
factorization of the correlators obtained in the TFT approach.

4. Picard groups

From the discussion above we learn in particular that in any full local confor-
mal field theory two tensor categories are encountered naturally: the (modular)
tensor category C that describes the chiral data, and the tensor category CA|A of
A-bimodules that describes defects and their fusion. By standard arguments, the
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latter does not depend on the choice of A within one and the same Morita class.
It should be noted that CA|A is not, in general, a braided tensor category. This fits
well with the absence of any physically reasonable notion of a braiding of defects.
The following construction can be applied to both tensor categories C and CA|A.

An object V of a tensor category with simple tensor unit is called invertible

iff there exists an object W such that V ⊗W ∼=1∼=W ⊗V . The tensor product of
C endows the set of isomorphism classes of invertible objects with the structure of
a group, the Picard group Pic(C)⊂K0(C). The Picard group of a braided tensor
category is abelian. If C is the representation category of a rational vertex algebra,
the term ‘simple currents’ [SY] is also used for elements of the Picard group.

The following two results allow one to control aspects of tensor categories, given
their Picard groups:

• Let G be a finite group. Monoidal categories C that are enriched over VectC
together with an isomorphism K0(C)→ZG are in bijection with elements of the
cohomology group H3(G,C×).

• Let G be a finite abelian group. Braided monoidal categories C enriched over
VectC together with an isomorphism K0(C)→ZG are in in bijection with ele-
ments of the group H3

ab(G,C×) of Eilenberg-Mac Lane’s [EM] abelian group
cohomology.

It turns out that elements of H3
ab(G,C×) are in bijection with quadratic forms

on G. In the case at hand, the relevant quadratic form on the Picard group is
given by the eigenvalue of the twist, i.e. by (the exponential of minus 2πi times)
the fractional part of the conformal weight.

It is now time to present some examples for symmetric special Frobenius al-
gebras. The tensor unit is such an algebra and, more generally, for any object
U of C with dim(U) 6=0 the object U ⊗U∨ can be endowed with such an algebra
structure. These algebras are all Morita equivalent; they yield in (1) the (charge-)
diagonal bulk field partition function, Zij = δi,j∨ . This situation has been termed
the “Cardy case” in the physics literature.

The next tractable class of symmetric special Frobenius algebras are Schelle-

kens algebras. A Schellekens algebra is a symmetric special Frobenius algebra for
which each simple subobject is invertible and which is simple as a left-module over
itself. Every such algebra can be constructed from a subgroup H ≤Pic(C) (to be
called the support of A) and a cochain ω: H ×H→C× with dω=ψ|H , where ψ

represents the class in H3(G,C×) that determines the monoidal structure of the
Picard subcategory of C, i.e. of the full tensor subcategory of C generated by the
invertible objects. For any symmetric special Frobenius algebra that is simple as a
left module over itself, one has the estimate [Ga, FRS3]

dimCHom(U,A) ≤ dim(U) ;

as a consequence, the object underlying a Schellekens algebra is a direct sum⊕
h∈H Uh of pairwise non-isomorphic invertible objects.

It is, in fact, appropriate to regard Schellekens algebras as the generaliza-
tion to braided categories of twisted group algebras. The latter are classified by
H2(G,C×); for an abelian group G, this cohomology group is isomorphic to the
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group AB(G,C×) of alternating bicharacters of G, an isomorphism being given by

H2(G,C×) → AB(G,C×)

[ω] 7→ ξ(g, h) :=
ω(g,h)
ω(h,g)

.

While an alternating bicharacter ξ is characterized by ξ(g, g)=1, its appropriate
braided generalization, a Kreuzer-Schellekens bihomomorphism (KSB), is a bicha-
racter Ξ whose diagonal values are given by the eigenvalues of the twist on the
invertible objects, Ξ(g, g)= θg.

Next we realize that the multiplication on a Schellekens algebra provides us
with a KSB. Indeed, for a Schellekens algebra of support H ≤Pic(C), pick for
each group element [Ug]∈H a nonzero morphism ιg ∈Hom(Ug, A). The space
Hom(Ug ⊗Uh, Ugh) is one-dimensional, and hence there exist numbers ΞA(h, g)
such that

m ◦ cA,A ◦ (ιg ⊗ ιh) = ΞA(h, g)m ◦ (ιg ⊗ ιh) .

It should be appreciated that the resulting function

ΞA : H ×H → C
does not depend on the choice of the morphisms ιg, but depends on the multipli-
cation on A. One shows that ΞA(h, g) is a KSB, and that a Schellekens algebra is
uniquely characterized, up to isomorphism, by the support H of A and the choice
of a KSB on H .

We are now in a position to express quantities of interest in conformal field
theory in terms of the KSB. First, we obtain the partition function

(2) Zij(A) =
1

|H(A)|

∑

g,h∈H(A)

ϑi(h) ΞA(h, g) δj∨,gi

for bulk fields, which reproduces a result of [KS]. Here ϑi(h) is the so-called (ex-
ponentiated) monodromy charge of Ui with respect to h, which is the combination

ϑi(h) := θhi θ
−1
h θ−1

i

of twist eigenvalues.
Boundary conditions can be determined from the decomposition of induced A-

modules into simple A-modules. They correspond to orbits of the support H(A)
on (isomorphism classes of) simple objects of C and representations of the twisted
group algebra Cǫ

U
SU , where SU ≤H(A) is the stabilizer of the simple object U

and the alternating bicharacter ǫU on SU is given by

ǫU (g, h) = φU (g, h) ΞA(h, g) ,

i.e. is the product of the restriction of the KSB ΞA to SU and a certain two-cochain
φU . The latter is a gauge independent 6j-symbol, defined by

(3) γg ◦ (idUg
⊗ δh) =: φU (g, h) δh ◦ (γg ⊗ idUh

) ,

with {γg} and {δh} (arbitrary) bases of the one-dimensional morphism spaces
Hom(Ug ⊗U,U) and Hom(U ⊗Uh, U), respectively. A similar description exists
for defect lines. Also, explicit formulae for boundary states have been derived in
[FRS3], which prove conjectures made in [FHSSW].
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5. Twining characters

The gauge independent 6j-symbols φU defined in formula (3) deserve further
study. One can show that, for a general modular tensor category, they are bicha-
racters, in fact KSBs, on the stabilizer SU . To proceed, consider the special case
of chiral WZW conformal field theories: As is well known, to each pair (g, k) with
g a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra and k ∈N, one can associate a
modular tensor category C(g, k). It can be realized as the category of integrable
highest weight modules at level k of the untwisted affine Lie algebra ĝ with hori-
zontal subalgebra g, or as the representation category of the vertex algebra V(g, k)
that can be defined on the irreducible highest weight g-module with highest weight
kΛ(0).

For these categories, conformal field theory leads to a conjecture, to be pre-
sented as relation (6) below, that links the 6j-symbols φU (g, h) to representation
theoretic quantities, the so-called twining characters [FSS1, FRaS] (or graded
traces, see [DLM]). A symmetry ω̇ of the Dynkin diagram of a Kac-Moody alge-
bra (or generalized Kac-Moody algebra) ĝ gives rise to an outer automorphism ω of
ĝ that respects a triangular decomposition. We call such an automorphism of ĝ a
diagram automorphism. It should be noted that in the case that ĝ is an untwisted
affine Lie algebra and ω̇ acts nontrivially on the node corresponding to the vacuum
representation, these Lie algebra automorphisms do not give rise to automorphisms
of the vertex algebra V(g, k).

Now recall that the simple objects of C(g, k) are irreducible highest weight
representations of the untwisted affine Lie algebra ĝ. As for any tensor cate-
gory, the Picard group of C(g, k) acts on the isomorphism classes of simple objects
by the tensor product. Since an invertible object L obeys L⊗L∨∼= 1 and since
dim(L)= dim(L∨), the (quantum) dimension of L fulfils (dim(L))2 =1. When
scanning integrable ĝ-modules with this property one finds [Fu] that for any pair
(g, k) (with the exception of (E8, 2), which is to be excluded from the discussion
below), every element of the Picard group corresponds to a diagram automorphism
of ĝ.

Given an automorphism ̟ of ĝ that preserves a fixed Borel subalgebra and
an irreducible highest weight representation (V, ρ) with ρ: ĝ→ gl(V ), another ir-
reducible highest weight representation (V, ρ̟) is obtained by setting ρ̟ := ρ ◦̟.
If ̟=ω is a diagram automorphism, then the highest weight spaces of these two
representations coincide. If the irreducible representations (V, ρ) and (V, ρω) are
isomorphic, the representation is called a fixed point of the automorphism ω. In
this case, there exists a unique linear map Tω : V →V that restricts to the identity
on the highest weight space and obeys ρ ◦ω(x) Tω = Tω ρ(x) for all x∈ ĝ. Given
an irreducible highest weight representation (VΛ, ρΛ) of highest weight Λ that is
a fixed point for some diagram automorphism ω, one defines the (Virasoro-speci-
alized) twining character of (VΛ, ρΛ) as the function

(4) χω
Λ(τ) := TrVΛ

Tω exp
(
2πiτ(L0−

c
24 )

)

on the complex upper half plane, where L0 is the action of the zero mode of the
Virasoro algebra obtained by the Sugawara construction.

In particular, given an element g of the Picard group Pic(C(g, k)), we ob-
tain a twining character for each integrable highest Λ that is a fixed point under
the corresponding Lie algebra automorphism ωg. Explicit character formulae for
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the twining characters of irreducible highest weight modules have been derived in
[FSS1, FRaS]. (For twining characters of other types, see [KK, We, Na1, Na2].)
From these character formulae, it follows that, under the usual action of the mod-
ular group SL(2,Z) on the upper half plane, these twining characters transform
into linear combinations of twining characters for the same automorphism ωg – a
non-trivial empirical observation from the point of view of Lie theory. In particular
one finds

(5) χωg

Λ (− 1
τ
) =

∑

Λ′

S
ωg

Λ,Λ′
χωg

Λ′ (τ)

with a unitary and symmetric matrix S
ωg .

The following conjecture relates the matrix S
ωg obtained this way to the gauge

independent 6j-symbols φU defined by (3):

(6) S
ωg

Λ,hΛ′ = ϑΛ(h)φΛ′(g, h)−1S
ωg

Λ,Λ′ ,

where ϑΛ(g) = θgΛθ
−1
g θ−1

Λ is the exponentiated monodromy charge, which we al-

ready encountered in (2).
A proof of this conjecture seems to be out of reach at present. However, the

formula has been checked in a huge number of non-trivial cases; most of these checks
have been performed with a sophisticated computer package [kac]. For the role of
the 6j-symbols played in the untwisted stabilizer, we also refer to [Ba1, Ba2].
The matrices Sωg are also an important ingredient in refinements of the Verlinde
conjecture for non-simply connected Lie groups [FSS2, FS].

6. The bimodule Picard group

Let us now turn our attention to the Picard group of the category CA|A of
A-bimodules. This group is of considerable interest, too: it turns out [FFRS1]
that it describes internal symmetries of a local CFT. Since the tensor category
CA|A is, in general, not braided, this group of symmetries can be non-abelian. To
give some examples, for the Ising model one has Pic(CA|A)∼= Pic(C)∼= Z2, while
for the critical three-state Potts model we find a non-abelian symmetry group,
Pic(CA|A)∼=S3. These results conincide with the symmetries of the Ising and the
three-state Potts model on a lattice which, as their names suggest, produce the
corresponding conformal field theories in the continuum limit.

The action of an invertible bimodule B on a boundary condition M of the CFT
is given by

M 7→ B⊗AM ,

where ⊗A is the tensor product over A. For the action on boundary fields, we find

Hom(M1 ⊗U,M2) 7→ Hom((B⊗AM1)⊗U,B⊗AM2) .

For the action on bulk fields, which is somewhat more involved, we refer to [FFRS1,

FFRS2].

If A=A(H,ΞA) is a Schellekens algebra, then there is a subgroup of internal
symmetries of the form

H∗ ×H Pic(C) ,

where H is mapped to its character group H∗ by the homomorphism H→H∗,
H ∋h 7→ΞA( ·, h) and then acts by right-multiplication. This statement can be
derived as a special case of the following result: Suppose that C′ is a braided tensor
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(in fact, semisimple ribbon) category with the property that Pic(C′) acts freely on
the isomorphism classes of simple objects of C′. (For any tensor category, the full
subcategory of all invertible objects has this property.) Let A be a Schellekens
algebra in C′ with support H . Then the fusion ring of A-bimodules is given by

(7) K0(C
′
A|A) ∼= K0(C

′) ⊗
ZH ZH∗.

Here the group ring ZH is regarded as a subring of K0(C′), and its action on ZH∗

is again defined using the KSB ΞA of A.
The result (7) can be seen as follows (for details see [FFRS3]). One first shows

that the automorphism group of a Schellekens algebra A=
⊕

h∈H Uh is canonically
isomorphic to the character group H∗. This extends results about the relationship
between simple current extensions and orbifolds by abelian groups. Next one shows
that every simple A-bimodule is isomorphic to a bimodule of the form A⊗U with
left action m⊗ idU and right action (m⊗ idU ) ◦ (idA ⊗ cUA) ◦ (idA⊗U ⊗ψ) for some
algebra automorphism ψ of A. The tensor product over ZH in (7) takes care of an
over-parametrization in a way that is compatible with the fusion rules.

These considerations can be generalized to include not only internal symme-
tries, but also duality symmetries of Kramers-Wannier type. The fact that A is a
Frobenius algebra implies that the monoidal category CA|A comes with a duality;
it is even a sovereign tensor category. The conformal field theory has Kramers-
Wannier like dualities whenever there is an object B ∈CA|A such that B⊗AB

∨

is a direct sum of invertible bimodules, i.e. is in the Picard subcategory of CA|A.
The well-known Kramers-Wannier duality for the Ising model can thus be deduced
from the fusion rule σ⊗σ∼= 1⊕ ǫ for the primary field σ of conformal weight 1

16 ,
in agreement with another approach to such dualities based on the symmetries of
boundary states [Ru].

7. Conclusions

The TFT approach to the construction of CFT correlators provides a powerful
algebraization of many questions arising in conformal field theory. This allows
both for making rigorous statements about rational conformal field theories and
for setting up efficient algorithms. A rich dictionary that relates algebraic concepts
and physical notions is emerging; the relation between Picard groups and symmetry
groups is merely one example.

Interesting algebraic structures also show up when a route analogous to the
TFT approach is taken in the framework of vertex algebras. The results of [HK1,

HK2] should be seen as just the beginning of a rich extension of the theory of
vertex algebras.

To summarize, a central idea of the construction presented in this article is
to represent conformal field theory quantities as invariants of knots and links in
three-manifolds. Tools for achieving this are provided by topological field theory,
which in turn is based on the notion of a modular tensor category. It seems thus
fair to say that the tensor structure present for the modules over the underlying
vertex algebra, which is due in particular to the work of Jim Lepowsky, is a key
ingredient in the construction.
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